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To date, we have built more than 70 libraries with a total duration of over 4 hours. One of our most famous
libraries, Kingdom of Courage, is part of the Enhanced Library Series. With Kingdom of Courage we have
created a grand orchestral collection based on the most legendary folk songs. The compact orchestral
arrangement of the original folk songs (performed by various musicians) is combined with the best sample
instruments, raw orchestral recordings and a powerful yet easy-to-use engine to guarantee an unparalleled
result. Kingdom of Courage includes the following instruments: Bass – 2× Electric Bass (Xeno) Brass –
Trumpet, Trombone Horn – Saxophone, Soprano Saxophone Percussion – Drum Kit Strings – Violin, Viola,
Cello Keyboard – Electric Piano, Strings The starting point for the creation of the library was a high-end
virtual orchestra of at least 28 different instruments. This virtual orchestra was recorded at the Vienna
Symphonic Hall. It was recorded with a custom-built microphone array that allowed a detailed analysis of the
venue acoustics. In the design phase we had a look at the hall’s acoustics during the recording sessions of
classical music, light, film and tv. We created a database with all those reference recordings and combined
them with the corresponding instrument performance and our acoustical analysis. From this database, we
defined which instrument is recorded where, and we used that as reference to establish the acoustics for
Kingdom of Courage. In the past couple of months, we have started working on an orchestral sample library
for techno music. A city of Vienna is one of the key cities for this genre. The sound of Vienna is unique and
is the result of a mix of many factors. It’s one of the most liveable cities in the world, with one of the oldest
urban core and many modern developments. Vienna hosts the biggest live music festival in the world with
about 250.000 visitors each year. We’ve been inspired by this vibrant city and we’re building this techno
sample library to give you a unique insight into Vienna’s unique sound.Q: Convert Number to Currency when
Time is not Midnight I'm trying to convert number to currency but when the time is not Midnight, it should
add the 'AM/PM' (am or pm) to the
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Paul attended the VSL Masterclass demonstrating new features and the Hornberg breath controller... â€»
Pioneer in collaboration with VSL to create a new format and a new style... The new format was created to
create a new style of music that we can see. The new style of music is not just music, but how music has to
play in order to play music. This new style of music consists mainly of a new sound system that will match the
new style of music. The new system will look completely new. VSL will play music in a new way, not just
music. fffad4f19a
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